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Motivation
The subject of our studies are intense geomagnetic storms (Dst < -100nT) observed during 
the first half of the Solar Cycle 24 . These type of geomagnetic storms appeared only a few 
times. They were primarily associated with southwardly directed heliospheric magnetic field 
Bz and preceded by halo or partial halo coronal mass ejecta. Using various methods, such as 
self-organizing maps, statistical and superposed epoch analysis, we show that during and 
right after intense geomagnetic storms there is a growth in the number of transmission line 
failures. We also look at the temporal changes in the number of failures during 2010-2014 
and find that the growing linear tendency of the occurrence of electrical grid failures is 
possibly related to solar activity. Finally, we compare these results with the geoelectric field 
calculated for the region of Poland using one-dimensional layered conductivity Earth model.
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Malmö blackout, 30.10.2003

29.10.2003, 07:46 interrupted import from Poland to 
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Six general clusters of the electrical grids 
failures' causes in 2010 (left) and 2014 
(right)
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Linear regression of the annual percentage rate of EGFs 
from three groups which might be of solar origin in 
01.2010–07.2014 (circles, left axis) and yearly changes of 
SSN (squares, right axis).
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% above normalised sum of daily EGFs (a), averaged over the number of events (b) Dst-index[nT], (c) Bz[nT] component of HMF 
and (d) computed geoelectric field E[mV/km], for years 2010-2014 in the case when: Dst < -100 nT and Bz < -10 nT
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Earth conductivity varies in all directions, but the greatest variation is with depth

Layered Conductivity Model

Transfer Function - 1D model

N layers, each specified by conductivity (σn) and thickness (ln)

[Boteler, D., 2012; Boteler and Pirjola, 2019]
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SOM neighbor weight distances with weight values of connections between neighboring neurons for data 
without delay for the intense geomagnetic storm, 15.07.2012. The blue hexagons represent neurons, and the 
red lines show which particular neurons are connected. Colors from black to yellow display the weight values of 
the connection between neighboring neurons
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PCA biplot for the case when only failures caused by the aging (a), having unknown reasons (b) are 
incorporated into analysis, around the intense geomagnetic storm on 15 July 2012
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Summary
• In order to get a full picture of space weather events and effects we need diverse 

instruments and various observations , both in situ and on the ground
• We find that the yearly average number of transmission lines failures (which might be of 

solar origin) in the South Poland show a rising trend. Thus, it can be an indication of solar 
cycle phase dependency.

• The presented rapid growth of the number of electrical grids failures coincides in time 
(mostly with some delay) with an increase of geomagnetic activity mirrored in the increase 
of geoelectric field disturbances reflected in GICs. This suggests a link to the space weather 
effects.

• SW parameters turn out to have a substantial impact on the registered failures from the 
distinguished three groups
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